ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
1.8M Wardrobe Starter Kits (CCGW - White, CCGS - Satin Grey)
2.4M Wardrobe Starter Kits (CCSW - White, CCSS - Satin Grey)

6mm Masonry
Drill Bit

Wire Shelf - Front “A”
Wire Shelf - Back “B”
Wire Shelf - Front “A”
Wire Shelf - Back “B”

Flexi Storage Home Solutions
1.8M Wardrobe Starter Kits
CCGW - White
CCGS - Satin Grey

Double Slot
Wallstrip 1206mm
Wire Shelf Bracket
350mm

Hanging Rod Bracket

Flexi Storage Home Solutions
2.4M Wardrobe Starter Kits
CCSW - White
CCSS - Satin Grey
Plasterboard Plugs

NOTE: If wall studs are not available, please use
Plasterboard Plugs (supplied) or suitable
Masonry Plugs (not supplied).

Hang Tracks

Clip Hang Track Cover
over Hang Track

Hang another Wallstrip on the Track
anduse one of the Track Covers
to space apart (ie 558mm).
Please note: if the distance between
two uprights is less than a Hang Track
Cover Width (ie 558mm) you will
not be able to install many of the
Home Solutions accessories as they
require a 558mm distance (inside to
inside) to be installed.

Insert Wire Shelf Brackets into Uprights at
desired locations. NOTE: Install Wire Shelf
Brackets and shelving at the top first and
work down. Wire Shelf Brackets will not fit
into upper slot of each Upright.

Make sure the Wire Shelf Bracket locks are unlocked (the plastic
locking clip should be in a vertical position - upright) and install
shelving making sure that the ‘nose’ of the Bracket is projecting
out through the front edge of the shelf.
NOTE: For maximum weight capacity, do not insert Bracket
into bottom slots of Upright.

IMPORTANT: Regardless of overall shelf length, when overlapping sections
of shelving, shelves labelled A must be placed onto Wire Shelf Brackets before
shelves labelled B.

Shelf labelled A sits in front notch of Wire Shelf Bracket. Shelf labelled B sits in back notch.
Be sure each shelf slides back as far as possible before locking shelves into Wire Shelf Brackets.

After all shelves are positioned
properly, lock shelves into
Wire Shelf Brackets by pressing
down on the plastic locking clip.

If shelves are installed in the incorrect notch, the front of the shelves may fall off the Wire Shelf Bracket.
If overlapping 3 sections of shelving, use two A section and one B section, placing A sections
on the outside and gapping the bridge with the B section. For 4 or more overlapping sections,
continue alternating between A and B sections, placing A shelves on Wire Shelf Brackets before B Shelves.

Install Adjustable Hanging Rods

Install Hanging Rod Bracket
into bottom of Bracket by tilting
it backward until it locks in place.

Hanging Rods can be used
separately or telescoped together.
NOTE: Hanging Rod Bracket can be fixed to
either of the 2 sets of slots in Wire Shelf Bracket,
depending on depth of closet cavity.

Wire Shelves and Hanging Rods can be adjusted or reconfigured
anywhere on this system to meet your storage needs.

local Flexi Storage Stockist:
Sliding Basket Frames
Sliding Pants Racks
Single Drawer Unit

After expanding Clothes Rod to
desired length, place into Hanging
Rod Bracketsand press down
to snap into place.

